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Parole chiave:

“There once was a king, Sitting on the sofa,
He said to his maid, Tell me a story, And the maid began:
There once was a king, Sitting on the sofa,
He said to his maid, Tell me a story, And the maid began:
There once was a king, Sitting on the sofa,
He said to his maid, Tell me a story, And the maid began:
There once was a king, Sitting on the sofa,
.

.

.

”
Italian nursery rhyme
Even if you don’t know this tale, it’s easy to understand that this could
continue indefinitely, but it doesn’t have to. If now we want to know if the narration will finish, this question is what is called an undecidable problem: we’ll
need to listen the tale until it will finish, but even if it will not, one can never
say it won’t stop since it could finish later. . . those things make some people
loose sleep, but usually children, bored, fall asleep.
More precisely a decision problem is given by a question regarding some data
that admit a negative or positive answer, for example: “is the integer number
n odd?” or “ does the story of the king on the sofa admit an happy ending?”.
The concept of algorithm, mathematically “well-defined”, was introduced at
the beginning of 20th century by Church ([9],1936) and Turing ([21],1937) who
introduced two models of computation: λ-calculus and Turing machines respectively. This two model of computation are capable, with a succession of
simple and mechanizable instructions, to compute functions: it’s the birth of
theoretical computer science since by the Turing-Church thesis, both these two
models are equivalent and capable to represent any computable function (this
property is called Turing completeness). A problem is decidable if there exists
a computable function giving an exact answer for any instance of a problem,
undecidable when no computable function that can give an answer to every instance there exists.
The answer to the word problem refers to rewriting systems. A rewriting
system is the data of a finite set of symbols called alphabet used to write finite
sequences of letters called words and a finite set of rules to rewrite some words
into others. Given a rewriting system and two words of its alphabet, the word
problem asks: “can i write one of the two words starting from the other using
only the given rewriting rules ?”. Rewriting systems are used in algebra and
geometry in order to give partial descriptions of objects without giving explicit
exhaustive description. In fact we are capable to rebuild complete descriptions
of objects that could be infinite or with very complex interaction between its
element by rewriting systems that report complex interactions to more simpler
ones regarding only some particular elements (called generators). On the other
hand, rewriting systems are related with logic and theoretical computer science
since they are a Turing complete model of computation.
Rewriting systems are naturally linked with some algebraic structures called
monoids: the orientation of the rewriting rules impede to reverse the equality
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in order to obtain the initial element. This impossibility to reverse some interactions between elements is typical of the monoid structures which, in general,
have not inverse elements. The first results on the word problem for monoid are
from 1947 by Markov [18] and Post [20], showing the possibility to encode the
computation of a Turing machine by a rewriting system. This encoding allow to
prove the undecidability of the word problem for monoids. Unfortunately, the
same argumentation cannot be used in the case of the word problem for groups:
the existence of inverses for every element, characteristic of groups, can produce
“interferences” during the rewriting process since every element followed by its
inverse, even if equal to the empty word, can interact with adjacent letters by
some rule. The first results are from 1954 (Novikov [19]) and 1955 (Boone[7]),
that prove independently the existence of an explicit procedure to build groups
for which they prove that the word problem is undecidable.
The central part of this thesis is a comparison of two proofs of the NovikovBoone theorem, one by Bokut[5] and the other by Lafont[15], suggested me by
Prof. Lafont in order to check the differences between the two proofs, both
based on the use of rewriting systems.
The thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 contains some background: some basic monoid and group theory, rewriting theory and presentation of monoids and groups, a proof of
the existence of an embedding F8 ãÑ F2 of the free group with a denumerable number of generators into the free group with two generators (Theor.
2), some notions of computability theory defining the Turing machines,
some of their properties and some other models of computation which will
be used in the sequel;
• In chapter 2 we present some classical undecidability results: the Gödel’s
incompleteness theorems, Church’s theorem on the undecidability of predicate calculus, the undecidability of the halting problem for Turing machines and some similar results for other models of computation;
• The whole chapter 3 is dedicated to a detailed proof of the HigmanNeuman-Neumann extension theorem [14]. We present here the proof
given in [15] using rewriting systems as a tool to extend groups in order
to have a suitable combinatorial property;
• Chapter 4 is devoted to present a family of groups introduced by Novikov
in term of groups with stable letters [3], called Novikov-Boone groups.
This groups have a particular combinatorial property useful to prove some
results of undecidability for groups. In the second part we prove some
properties for such type of groups like the fact that they are a particular
case of HNN-extension;
• In chapter 5 the proofs of Bokut’ and Lafont are analyzed step by step;
• In chapter 6 we present an application of the undecidability of the word
problem to prove the undecidability of non-commutative linear logic after
a summary of the differences between the two proofs:
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– Bokut’s proof [5] [6] is based on a rewriting system induced by the
relations of the defining presentation of the Boone group GpT, q q.
This new infinite rewriting system is built to be convergent. So,
in order to test if a word W is equal to the letter q, it will suffice
to compute the normal form of the word W and compare it with q
(since q is in normal form). The undecidability of the word problem
for GpT, q q will follow from the undecidability of the word problem
for a special monoid T encoding of a Turing machine;
– Lafont’s proof [15] is inspired by Aandreaa and Cohen’s [1]. It also
uses rewriting, but the only essential point is the notion of convergent
rewriting system and not the study of a particular system. It uses
the undecidability of the halting problem for a particular class of
abstract machines called affine machines. Using some properties of
the free group F8 , it is possible to associate a local isomorphism of
an extension of F2 with every transition of an affine machine A. By
the HNN embedding theorem, the configurations of the machine live
in some group GA , where transitions are represented by elements of
GA . In that group, the word problem is equivalent to accessibility
for the affine machine of a fixed configuration, a problem which is
proven to be undecidable ([15]).
• Appendix A gives an overview of combinatorial systems showing some
properties for string rewriting systems; we then prove the undecidability
of the word problem for monoids and we explain why the results for groups
can’t be given in the same way;
• Appendix B gives an overview of linear logic sequent calculus and presents
some classical results.
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Chapter 1

Some backgrounds
1.1

Basic Group and Monoid Theory

A group is an algebraic structure consisting of a set together with a binary
operation that with two given elements of the set, associates a third one. The
set with an operation, to be a group, have to satisfy a four of axioms: closure,
associativity, identity and invertibility. A group is surely one of the simplest
algebraic structures and it was the first one studied with this modern point
of view. The concept of group arose from Évariste Galois’ studies (1830’s) on
polynomial equations: he linked their solubility to some particular property of a
group associated to each polynomial. The study of the group was also developed
in other field of math: Felix Klein in 1872 in his Erlagen program classify the
new geometries discovered in the 19th century (non-euclidean and projective)
considering them groups of symmetries. Moreover, in number theory, in order to
solve the last Fermat’s problem, this new notion was used to generalize results
to class of object with similar numerical property.
Even though the notion of monoid is differs from group’s one for the absence
of the invertibility axiom, it started to be studied later at the beginning of 20th
century. Eliminating the notion of inverse elements is obtained a structure
which can better represents the concept of function composition and computing
process: even if we know a result and what kind of transformation we have done
to obtain it, we can’t always find out the initial data since such transformation
could be not reversible. For this reason monoids are used every time there is
an irreversible process and so it found large application in theoretical computer
science, category theory but also probability.

1.2

Monoid presentations

Monoid’s and groups’ presentation are strictly related with algebra, geometry
and model of computation. Them was introduced in the end of 19th century
by Walter von Dyck to study groups in term of generators and relation. Study
groups in this way permits to analyze some property without know exactly the
group: algebraic geometry use them to compute fundamental groups of topological spaces groups’ amalgams arising from the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem.
The link with the computer since is due to the fact that semi-Thue system are a
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Turing-complete model of computation (see Chapt. 1.3 and Appendix A) with
interesting behaviors about convergence linked with the monoid’s homology and
finiteness propert.
Definition 1 (Monoid Presentation) Let Σ be an alphabet, Σ the set of
word on Σ (i.e. the set of all possible finite concatenation of symbols of the
alphabet including the empty word 1) and R  Σ  Σ a set of rules on Σ. A
presentation P is a couple pΣ|Rq given by an alphabet and a set of rule on the
alphabet. A presentation is called finite if Σ and R are finite sets.
Remark 1 A group is finitely presented if it can be is finitely presented as
monoid.
Definition 2 (Translation) Let pΣ|Rq and pΣ1 |R1 q two presentation of monoids.
A translation it’s a function φ̄ : pΣ|Rq Ñ pΣ1 |R1 q obtained extending a map
φ : Σ Ñ Σ1 on presentation such that:
1.
2.

@w P Σ, φ̄pwq  φpwq;
@r  pu, vq P R, φ̄prq  pφpuq, φpvqq PØR1 .

Lemma 1 (Lafont embedding lemma) Let pΣ|Rq and pΣ1 |R1 q be two presentations such that:
• Σ  Σ1 ;

• pΣ1 |R1 q is convergent;

• R  tpu, v q P R1 |u P Σ u.
Then the inclusion φ : Σ ãÑ Σ1 defines a translation φ̄ : pΣ|Rq Ñ pΣ1 |R1 q and φ̂
is injective.
Theorem 2 It exists an embedding of Fω into F2 .
Lemma 3

@p, q P Z, q  0 the family tap , bq u is free in F2

Definition 3 (Word problem) Given a rewriting system pΣ|Rq, the word
problem consists to answer the following question:
Given v, w

P Σ are v ØR w?

The word problem can be defined in the same way for monoids and groups which
admits a finite presentation. It can also be defined with Ñ at the place of ØR ,
the two formulation are equivalent. Some texts highlight the difference obetween
words probelem (as defined above) and word problem (where w  1). Both
problems have the same answer.
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1.3

Basic Computability Theory

In the world meeting of 1900 Hilbert proposed some mathematical problem to
work on in 20th century. One of them, the 2nd one, asked if the axiom of arithmetics are consistent (i.e. not contradictory). To answer this question, the study
of logic was deepened bringing out new problem like the entscheidungsproblem
(decision problem) posed by Hilbert in 1928 which asks the existence of an algorithm capable to test if a first-order logic statement is universallly valid. At
that time there was not a proper definition of algorithm which was formally
defined by Alonzo Church in 1936 and independently by Alan Turing respectively in term of λ-calculus and Turing machines. By the Church-Turing thesis
these two models of computation are equivalent and they can express all and
every computable function (for every computable function exists a λ-term and
a Turing machine that can calculate it).
Here we’ll present also some other models of computation Turing complete
(i.e. they can compute the same class of functions of a Turing machine) that
we’ll use during the proofs.
For reasons related to the proofs we’ll study, we’ll focus on the Turing model
instead of the λ-calcul (which has a more manageable definition). Moreover, the
definition of a computability with Turing machine permits to define the concept
of complexity of a computation in term of number of transitions that the machine
have to do to compute it.

1.3.1

Turing Machines

Proposition 1 (Existence of Universal Turing Machine [21] ) It is possible to invent a single machine which can be used to compute any computable
sequence. If this machine U is supplied with a tape on the beginning of which is
written the “standard description” of an action table of some computing machine
M , then U will compute the same sequence as M .
Definition 4 (Decidability) A function is decidable if there is a Turing machine which can compute it for any initial data. A property P is decidable if the
characteristic function the set representing P .

1.3.2

Some other model of computation

We’ll now present some model of computation we’ll need in the prove we’ll study.
Theorem 4 Every n-register machine R can be simulated by a 2-register machine R2 pRq.
Definition 5 (Affine machine [15]) An affine machine, fixed an m P N, is a
finite set A  Z  Z  Z  Z . Every pp, q, p1 , q 1 q P A define an affine transition
p qz ÑA p1 q 1 z (z P Z).
Remark 2 Every 2-register machines M can be simulated by an affine machine.
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Chapter 2

Some Undecidability
Results
The negative answer to the decision problem corresponds to the existence of
uncomputable function. The first step was to answer the entscheidungsproblem
is due to Gödel: in his incompleteness theorems he proved that in sufficient
expressive theory T which can axiomatize the arithmetic, if it is coherent, is
always possible to found a formula that φ such that booth φ and φ can’t be
proved in T . To prove this, he utilize the notion of primitive recursive function
to encode the syntax of logic by numbers. The same encoding was used by
Church to answer to generalize the results and answer to the problem.
Also Turing proved that a Turing machine which decide if a given Turing
machine will stop its computation starting by a given initial data, can’t exists:
this problem, the halting problem, is undecidable too. Using that results he
proved that the entscheidungsproblem is undecidable.
We’ll use this result to prove the undecidability of some other problems
showing a way to reduce their instance to an instance for the halting problem
and so showing this problem can’t be decidable.

2.1

Gödel’s Theorems

In his work [13], Gödel give a method to associate to every formula its Gödel
number (a natural number) which encode it. Moreover he gives a way to express
the logical derivation in the language L0  t, 0, +, , su of arithmetic. In that
system he shows the existence of a fixed point for any formula and, using it, the
existence of formulas which can’t be proved in theories.
Theorem 5 (First Gödel incompleteness theorem) In any coherent theory containing P A there is a statement G such that booth G and G cannot be
proved in the theory.
Theorem 6 (Second Gödel incompleteness theorem) Any coherent theory T containing P A cannot prove its own consistency.
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2.2

Church’s Theorems

The first Gödel theorem can be simply extended to P A0 by the following:
Theorem 7 Let T be a theory extending P A0 , if T is consistent so T is undecidable1 .
In [9] Church utilize the Gödel’s results to proper answer to the decision
problem generalized for the propositional logic.
Theorem 8 (Church) First order logic expressed in the lenguage L0 is undecidable.

2.3

Undecidability of the halting problem for
Turing machines

The halting problem for Turing machines asks if, given a Turing machine M
and a configuration s0 , the computation of M starting from s0 terminates.
Theorem 9 (Undecidability of the halting problem) The halting problem
for Turing machine is undecidable.

2.4

Some other results

Theorem 10 (Undecidability of the halting problem for 2-register machine)
There exist a 2-register machine with undecidable halting problem
Theorem 11 (Undecidability of Halt problem for modular machines)
There exist an affine machine A such that HaltA is undecidable.
The equivalence problem for an affine machine A asks if, given a z

z

ØA m.

P Z,

Theorem 12 (Undecidability of equivalence problem for affine machines)
There exists a machine affine A and an integer m such that the equivalence
problem it’s undecidable.

2.5

Undecidability of Propositional Linear Logic

Theorem 13 If there is a proof of
proof of $ Γ in theory T .

$ Γ in theory T , then there is a directed

Lemma 14 It is undecidable if an ACM accepts from a given ID.
Lemma 15 An ACM accepts form an ID s iff every sequent in Θpsq is provable in the theory derived from M .

1A

theory is undecidable if the set of provable closed formula is undecidable
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Chapter 3

The
Higman-Neuman-Neuman
Extension Theorem
In order to build groups’ extensions with particular combinatorial propriety, it
will be useful to use the HNN-theorem for the groups.

3.1

HNN extension theorem

Theorem 16 (HNN extension associated with a subgroup) Let G be a
group, @H G, DF ¡ G and b P F such that H  CG pbq.

3.1.1

HNN extension theorem proof
Part I: A non convergent presentation of F

In order to demonstrate the theorem, we’ll build an “ad hoc” extension F of G
and we’ll show that exist an element b P F such that H  CG pbq.
hbi where Ø is the smallest equivalence relation containing the
Let F  GØ

C

set C  tpbh, hbq|h P H u. The free product G  hbi can be presented, given the
standard presentation of G and the minimal presentation of Z as monoid1 , by
pΣG Y tb, b̄u|RG Y tpbb̄, 1q, pb̄b, 1quq, so we have a presentation of F
C

pΣF  ΣG Y tb, b̄u|RF  RG Y Rb Y RH uq
where RH  tpβah , ah β q|h P H, β P tb, b̄uu.
Remark 3 The presentation hΣF |RF i is not convergent.

3.1.2

HNN extension theorem proof
Part II: A convergent presentation of F

Using a properties of groups is possible to give another presentation of F adding
new superfluous generators and new relation. Let fix an H K with 1 P H K , we
1 see

?? pag. ??
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define the superfluous generators bv  bav and b1v  b̄av ( ΣK : tbv , b1v |v P
H K u).2 Using the relation of RF and the fact that, by the Prop.??, is possible
to derivate the following set RK of relations:

@v P H K

b1 b1v

b11 bv

Ñ av

Ñ av

Ñ ah bw D!h P H, w P H K such that vx  hw
b1v ax Ñ ah b1w D!h P H, w P H K such that vx  hw
Proposition 2 The presentation pΣG Y ΣK |RG Y RK q is convergent.
bv ax

3.1.3

HNN extension theorem proof
Part III: Concluding
It’s easy to prove by that F 1 ¥ G and F 1 ¥ hbi. It’s also evident for construction

that CG pbq ¥ H. To prove the equality it suffices to show that only the elements
of H commutes with b. Let x  hw with h P H and w P H K , we have b1 ax ÑRF 1
ah bw and so bax  ψ pb1 ax q  ψ pφpbax qq ÑRF ψ pah bw q. But ah bw is reduced
and so ψ pah bw q  ah baw is. So @x P G xb  hbw  xb iff x P H(i.e. w  1)
that mean CG pbq  H.

3.2

HNN extention theorem application

Corollary 17 If G is finitely presented and H is finitely generated in G, then
the HNN-extension F of G associated with H is finitely presented.
Theorem 18 (HNN extension associated with an local isomorphism)
Let G be a group, @φ : H Ñ H 1 local isomrphism, DF ¡ G and b P F such that:
1. b represents φ ;
2. hK, biF

X G  K for all K φ-invariant ;

3. if G is finitly presented and H finitely generated F is finitely presented .
Theorem 19 (HNN extension associated with several local isomorphism)
Let G be a group, @φ1 : H1 Ñ H11 , . . . , φn : Hn Ñ Hn1 local isomorphism,
DF ¡ G and b P F such that:
1. bi represents φi @i
2. hK, b1 , . . . , bn iF

X G  K for all K invariant for all φi

3. if G is finitely presented and all Hi finitely generated F is finitely presented





2b
bav and b1v
b̄av essentially means that bv and b1v are abbreviation respectively for
v
the words bav and b̄av
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Chapter 4

Novikow-Boone’s groups
Independently of Higman, Neumann and Neumann’s work oriented to a purely
algebraic and topological application, Novikow in [19] discovered the HNN-extension
and approach the subject in a more constructive way. With Boone [7] they connect it to algorithmic and combinatorial algebra demonstrating the undecidability
of the word problem for the groups.

4.1

A Novikov-Boone’s group zoo

Here will be presented some Novikov-Boone’s groups, stating some their properties that permits to demonstrate the undecidability of some of their property.

4.2

Group with standard basis

Introducted by Bokut’ in [3] a standard basis or standard normal form permits
to have a canonical form to write an element of a Novikov-Boone group given
one of its presentation.
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Chapter 5

Undecidibility of the word
problem for the groups
5.1

Bokut’ proof

In [3] Bokut gives the proofs of Novikov-Boone’s theorem proving that Boone’s
groups GpT, q q has standard basis. It make it easyer (Bokut’ [4]) to prove that
exists a finitely presented group in which the word problem for the group GpT, q q
can have any fixed Turing degree of unsolvability.

5.1.1

The Boone group

Let’s now build the Boone group like a succession of HNN extension, for every
extension will be given them additional generators and relations, the letters of
maximal weight that will appear in the definition of prohibiten words will be
highlited and there will be explicitated the twin words form.
Definition 6 (Boone group) Let T be a special semigroup1 , i.e. a semgroup
generated by tsd , qe udPD,ePE and relations Ai  Bi , 1 ¤ i ¤ N where Ai , Bi
special words (Ai , Bi  Sqe S 1 where S, S 1 are tsd u-words).

 hx, yi;
G1 : tsd |d P Du
| yysd  sd y, xsd  sd xx ,
As  V px, y 2 q ,
Bs  V px2 , y q;
G2 : tli , ri |1 ¤ i ¤ N u
| sd li  yli ysd , sd xri x  ri sd ,
Al  V py 1 sd q, B  V pysd q, Ar  V psd xq, Br  V psd x1 q;
G3 : tqe |e P E u
| Ai  li Bi ri , Ai  A1i qn A2i , Bi  Bi1 qm Bi2 ,
1
2
1
2
where Ai , Ai , Bi , Bi are tsb u-words and
1
1
Aq qn  V pA1
 V pA2i ri1 Bi21 q;
i li Bi q, Bq p
G4 : ttu
| li t  tli , yt  ty ,
At  V pli , y q  Bt ;

• G0
•

d

•

d

i

•

i

i

mi

•

i

i

ni

mi

1 App.A
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• fixed a q P tqe u, G5 : tk u | ri k
Ak  V pri , x, q 1 tq q  Bk .

 kri , xk  kx, q1 tqk  kq1 tq ,

Theorem 20 The Boone group GpT, q q  G5 have a standard basis.
Lemma 21 The word problem for the group G4 is solvable.
Lemma 22 Let S, S 1 special word in T then S T S 1 iff there exist V pli , y q, W pri , xq
such that:
S G3 V pli , y qS 1 W pri , xq.
Lemma 23 The problem for a word U of the group G3 to equal to a word in
the form V pli , y qSW pri , xq with S a special word is solvable.
Theorem 24 The decidability of the word problem for the group GpT, q q coincides with the decidability of the problem to verify the equality of special word
of a monoid T to a word q.
Corollary 25 (Undecidability of word problem for the groups) There exists a finitely presented gruop with undecidable word problem.
Proof: By Theo.29 exists a finite presented monoid T with defining relation
given by special words and undecidable word problem, so by Theo.24 the associated Boone group will have undecidable word problem.

5.2

Lafont proof

Using the affine machines Lafont in [15] give another proof of the theorem,
similar to the proof given in [1] by Cohen Aandrea, in a simply way. We’ll use
the same notation of Theor.2 : F2  ha, bi and an  bn abn .
Lemma 26
For all p, p1 , q, q 1 , z
that φpap qz q  ap1

P Z, q, q1  0, there is an isomorphism φ : F2 Ñ F2

such

q1 z .

 Z, rP sF is the subset of F2 generated by the set taz |z P Zu.
Lemma 27 Let p, q P Z, so hap , bq i X rZsF  rp qZsF .
Proof: [Undecidability of word problem for the groups] Let m P Z and A ma-

Notation: Let I

2

2

2

chine affine. It’s possible to associate for every transition of A a local isomorphism φi . By the Theor.19 is possible to obtain an extension of FA of F2
with stable letters t1 . . . tn which represents the local isomorphism φ1 . . . φn . Let
P  tz P Z|z ØA mu and H  ham , t1 , . . . tn i. By Lemma 26 follow:

ÑA z1 so az1  φi paz q  ti az ti 1 exist an i P t1, . . . , nu
if z ØA z 1 so az1  φi  . . .  φi paz q  uaz u1 exist an u P ht1 , . . . tn i

• if z
•

n

1
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so K  H because am P K and for every z ØA m, am ØA az and K 
K X rZsF2  H X rZsF2 . Moreover K it’s invariant for every local isomorphism
φi because
hap , bq i X K

 hap , bq i X rZsF X K  rp
and so (see Theo. 19) K  H X F2 .
2

qZsF2

X rP sF  rpp
2

qZq X P sF2

So is possible to see that exists an extension FA finitely presented of F2 and
u P F such that
az u  uam in FA

ô az P H ô az P K  rP sF ô z ØA m
2

Therefore the word problem for group FA is reducible to the Halt problem for
the machine affine A which can be undecidable (see Prop.12).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
Now that we have analyzed the two proofs, we can find out the differences of the
use of rewriting:
• Bokut’ starts from the definition of Boone group to create a convergent
rewriting system on its elements. Using it, he shows that any elements
will have a canonical representative and so the word problem will be reduced to the verification if two different elements have the same canonical
representative.
This process will be equivalent to every implementable test on words to
verify the equivalence since this new rewriting system is derived by the
presentation and can be viewed as an order on the equivalence classes of
words in GpT, q q, where the normal forms are the minimums, so it is just
a test on two representatives of the equivalence classes. This rewriting
system will work progressively on the alphabets used to build GpT, q q computing its normal form. This computation will be decidable iff the word
problem of the monoid T is since, during the computation, the rewriting
system needs to know if an elements of T is equivalent to q and so, by the
construction of T , if an element of the monoid T represents a configuration
of a Turing machine contained in a terminating computation;
• The Lafont’s idea is to consider a copy of F8 contained in F2 to simulate
the natural numbers and, usind the affine machines A, to consider a subset
of n P N “equivalent” to a fixed m P N. With HNN theorem will be
possible to extend F2 with elements that will simulate the affine transition
of A. In this new group LpAq there will be some elements corresponding
to natural numbers and some others to affine transitions, so there will
be some elements capable to represent a computation of A. To test if
an element which represent a computation of A is equal to the element
representing the number m will be decidable if and only if the equivalence
problem for A is. Taking an affine machine with undecidable equivalence
problem, LpAq will be a group with undecidable word problem.
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Appendix A

Combinatorial system
A.1

Undecidability of word problem for monoids

Proposition 3 Every non deterministic Turing machine can be simulated by a
semi-Thue system.
Corollary 28 Semi-thue system are a Turing complete computation model.
This proves the following:
Theorem 29 (Post-Markov ([20],[18]) Exists a finite semigroup with undecidable word problem.
More preciselly it exists a monoid finitely presented with rewriting rule expressed
by special words.

A.2

Why undecidability of word problem for groups
is more difficult

We’ll give an example to show why to prove the undecidability of word problem
for groups we can’t use the same methods used to prove the same results for
monoid.
Example: Let M be a 2-register machine given by the following instruction
set:
s1 JZDEC pa, sK , s2 q;
s2 IN C pa, s3 q;

s3 JZDEC pb, sK , s3 q;
sK HALT .
All the transition of M will be in the form:

p1, 0, yq ÑM pK, 0, yq , p1, x 1, yq ÑM p2, x, yq , p2, x, yq ÑM p3, x
p3, x, 0q ÑM pK, x, 0q , p3, x, y 1q ÑM p3, x, yq.
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1, y q,

If we encode the configuration pi, x, y q of M as ri, x, y s  αax si by ω we can build
a monoid
MM  hΣM  tα, ω, a, b, s1 , s2 , s3 , sK u|Ri
where R is the set of rules applied on word in the form αax si by ω represent the
transition of M:
αs1

Ñ αsK ,

as1

Ñ s2 ,

s2

Ñ as3 ,

s3 ω

Ñ sK ,

s3 b Ñ s3 .

In this monoid s1 M s3 but in the group G  hΣM |Ri we have a1 as1
and a1 as1 Ñ a1 s2 Ñ a1 ac3 Ñ s3 so s1 G s3 .
This is not coherent with the register machine computing since:

Ñ s1

and
p1, 0, 1q ÜM pK, 0, 0q
p1, 0, 1q ÑM pK, 1, 0q
while in G we have r1, 0, 1s  αs1 bω G αs3 bω G αs3 ω G αsK ω  rK, 0, 0s.

The presence of the inverse element for every element of G create interferences which doesn’t respect the derivation of a model of computation, because,
in general, transitions don’t admit an inverse transition capable to restore the
changes done.
Theorem 30 (Word problem for commutative rewriting system)
Let pΣ|Rq a presentation of a commutative monoid, so the word problem for
hΣ|Ri is decidable. (i.e. )
Proof: since tpai aj , aj ai q, paj ai , ai aj quai ,aj PΣ ØR letters commute, so it only
matters the number of occurrence of any letters to know if it is possible to apply
a rule. It will be possible to compute, form any word v, the set Sv of words in
which it can be rewritten and verify if for some of word in Sv and Sw contain
the same number of occurrence of the same letters.
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Appendix B

Linear Logic
A linear logic sequent is a $ followed by a multiset of linear logic formulas. We
assume a set of proposition pi given, along with their associated negation pK
i .
Below we give the inference rules for the linear sequent calculus, along with the
definition of negation and implication. The negation is a defined concept, not
an operator.

B.1

Cut Elimination

Like in classical sequent calculus, also in linear logic we have an analogous cut
elimination theorem:
Theorem 31 If A is provable in linear logic , there exists a prove of A without
Cut rules.
The theorem is still valid also in N CL fragment:
Theorem 32 If A is provable in N CL , there exists a prove of A without Cut
rules.
As seen in Ch.2.5, we may need work in a fragment of linear logic with some
non-logical axioms i.e. rules in the form:

$ C, pKa , . . . , pKa
i

T

j

where C is a formula in M ALL and pK
aj negative literals. If we define a direct
cut an application of a cut rule where one of the premises is consequence of a
non-logical axiom and a direct proof is a proof without non-direct cut, the cut
elimination theorem is still valid as enunciated in Teor.13.
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